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Jennifer Schopf – Principal Investigator 
(Prepared by John Hicks, Jennifer M. Schopf, Alice Jackson) 

Summary 

During the quarter of September 1, 2013 through November 30, 2013, the America 
Connects to Europe (ACE) project continued its collaborative and engineering activities 
to support international research. This report outlines collaborations, software and 
systems work, operational activities, and usage statistics for the project. Highlights 
include staff adjustments for additional work in support of 100G testbeds, the kick-off 
meeting for the supplemental project at SC13, shifting the support of the security work, a 
demonstration of SDN over multidomains at SC, and the shutting down of the MAN LAN 
– London circuit. 

1. ACE Overview 
 
The America Connects to Europe (ACE) project supports a series of circuits and 
services between the US East coast and Europe. In the current set up, these circuits are: 

• Three 10G circuits between WIX (McLean, VA) and Frankfurt.  These circuits are 
lagged together and load balanced for performance, and sometimes they are 
reported on as a single unit. Two of these links are funded by NSF, the third is an 
in-kind contribution by GEANT. 

• Three 10G circuits between MAN LAN (New York City) and Amsterdam. These 
circuits are lagged together and load balanced for performance, and sometimes 
they are reported on as a single unit. One of these links is funded by NSF, the 
other two are in-kind contributions by GEANT. 

• One 10G circuit between Paris and New York to connect Internet2’s ION service 
to GEANT’s AutoBAHN service and provide bandwidth on demand services for 
researchers. This circuit is fully funded by GEANT. 

• One 10G circuit between StarLight in Chicago and Amsterdam for use in SDN 
experiments. This circuit is fully funded by NSF. 

• The 10G NSF funded circuit between New York City and the London Open 
Exchange was discontinued this quarter. 
 

These circuits are used in production to support a wide variety of science applications, 
including but not limited to physics (LHC), astronomy (e-VLBI), and biomedical research 
(GENIUS). In addition, through a supplement to the award, the ACE project is now 
directly supporting application use of 100G testbeds and tool development for 100G links. 
Overall, this award supports tool development, software defined networking (SDN) 
experimental work, and measurement and security activities. 
 
Please note that some of the activities (outreach to Africa, PerfSONAR training, etc.) are 
also included in the TransPAC quarterly report project, as appropriate, as joint funding 
supports these efforts. 
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2. Staffing 
 
Prior to this quarter, project staff consisted of: 

• Jennifer Schopf, Director 
• Andrew Lee, primary ACE senior network engineer 
• John Hicks, primary network research engineer 
• Scott Chevalier, primary contact for GlobalNOC support desk 
• Alice Jackson, administration 
• Dale Smith, network consultant 
• Eric-Jan Bose, European network consultant 
• Gabriel Iovino, REN-ISAC staff member 
• Wesley Young, REN-ISAC staff member 
• Doug Person, REN-ISAC staff member 

 
After consultations with GlobalNOC staff, Von Welch (Center for Applied CyberSecurity 
Research), and members of the ESnet team involved in security work, a re-evaluation of 
security staffing was performed. The value contributed by the REN-ISAC staff was found 
lacking. They had had no direct activities related to ACE to report many months running, 
and upon consultation with them could not enumerate a work plan with Schopf. As such, 
Schopf terminated the contract paying REN-SAC staff members as of November 30, 
2014. ACE will continue to receive basic REN-ISAC updates via the contract with the 
GlobalNOC, and if needed Welch offered staffing support for any security planning in the 
future. 
 
As part of the supplemental funding received last quarter, staff was added to support 
direct work with end users of 100G testbeds. Robert Henschel, Manager for High 
Performance Applications in the IU Research Technologies division, was brought on part 
time to coordinate work between the ACE group and collaborators in this space. Two of 
his staff members were also brought on to the ACE team. Abhinav Thota will be working 
half time with Lustre application users, and making adjustments to both their applications 
and the Lustre framework to get performance from larger than 10G flows. Arvind Gopu 
will be working half to three-quarter time directly with end users to support them in 
adjusting to larger networks. Discussions are still underway with the systems 
engineering group to contract for support for 100G PerfSONAR updates. 
 
The final staff change that took place this quarter was that Eric-Jan Bose requested that 
his contract not be renewed. Due to a family situation, he was cutting down on all of his 
contracts and no longer had the hours to give to support ACE. In order to make sure that 
our connections to the EU do not suffer we will be looking into other possible contractors 
in the EU and increasing the frequency in which we touch base with various projects in 
the region.  

3. Collaborations, Travel, and Training 
 
ACE staff continued to grow collaborations in Europe over the quarter with the goal of 
better understanding collaborative science use of the ACE links and supporting use of 
emerging network technologies. 

Hicks attended the Chinese American Network Symposium (CANS) meeting in 
Hangzhou, China, September 9-11, 2013.  Hicks presented material on the three 
continent SDN demonstration, discussed in Section 4.B. 
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The 15-year Global NOC celebration was held at IUPUI in September. Staff members 
gave open house tours to community members and press, and a series of presentations 
discussed recent achievements and plans going forward (http://newsinfo.iu.edu/news-
archive/24560.html). 

Schopf attended a 2-day meeting with ESnet staff at Lawrence Berkeley Lab in 
September. This meeting brought together the management staff of IU’s Networks group 
(Jent, Herron, Fowler, Chitwood, Schopf) and their counterparts at ESNet (Bell, Monga, 
Tierney, Dart, Rotman). International collaboration was a main focus area, and several 
projects, including workshops and outreach to applications, were identified. Follow up 
meetings were planned. 

In November, Schopf and Hicks attended SC13 in Denver, Colorado 
(http://sc13.supercomputing.org/).  Schopf gave an invited talk for the Network Aware 
Data Management workshop (http://2013.ndm-meeting.com/) entitled “The Changing 
Face of Network Projects and Funding”. Schopf also ran the kick-off meeting for 
application and networking support over 100G networks, related to three recent NSF 
supplements including one to the ACE project. Approximately 45 researchers were part 
of a half day of presentation and discussions about what was needed to make good use 
of the upcoming 100G testbeds. (http://internationalnetworking.iu.edu/archives/science-
trials_SC13-workshop/100%20Gbps%20transatlantic%20trials.html ) 

At the main SC meeting, the IU International Networks team had a kiosk that was part of 
the Indiana booth with continuously running informational slides. Schopf held meetings 
with many of the leaders in the field. Hicks also presented material on the three 
continent demonstration, detailed in Section 4.C. 

Hicks lead a performance workshop for Open Science Grid (OSG) and GlobalNOC staff 
in October. The all day workshop consisted of basic performance and measurement 
techniques including perfSONAR.  There were approximately 10 people in attendance 
as well as broadcast media for the rest of the GRNOC staff.  A follow up workshop is 
tentatively scheduled for Spring 2014. Additional time was spent developing 
performance workshop material for perfSONAR training to be part of an upcoming 
Network Startup Resource Center(NSRC) meeting in Africa. The planned workshop in 
Rwanda for this quarter had a change of scope, so this material will now likely be part of 
a separate training session in December in Tunisia.  
 

As part of the Supplemental funding work, the IU team is identifying science use-cases 
as well as widely used protocols and data transfer applications that may be used by 
major scientific research groups. Thus far, we have had initial conversations with 
representatives from PanSTARRs, LHC (USATLAS and USCMS), and EBI. We are 
looking at adaptions to data transfer protocols including Lustre over WAN (as detailed in 
Section 4.D) and Globus Online.  

4. Software and Systems Work 

A. Tool Development 
 
The development of GlobalNOC tools, funded in small part by ACE, continued this 
quarter with patches and upgrade to existing tools.  No new tools were developed. 

B. Software Defined Networking (SDN) Activities 
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ACE staff continued to meet with Internet2 and SURFnet staff to discuss OpenFlow 
connectivity between the US and Europe.  The bulk of this work focused on 
demonstrating SDN connectivity for the SC13 conference, with the goal of a three-
continent SDN demo.  However, just prior to the conference the Chicago to Amsterdam 
circuit suffered a cable cut and was not operational again until the first day of the 
conference.  During SC13, ACE staff worked with NetherLight staff closely, but because 
the circuit had been down only transfers from Tokyo to Chicago were successful during 
the meeting. Additional details of this demo are given in the TransPAC Quarterly Report. 
This work was also discussed at the CANS meeting. 
 
During this reporting period, the NetherLight SDN testbed was connected to the GEANT 
OpenFlow PoP in Amsterdam.  This connection provides a means to directly connect the 
ACE SDN (and other US SDN testbeds) to the European REN SDN testbeds.  For 
example, researchers in the US using the Internet2 Advanced Layer 2 Services (AL2S) 
can now exchange data with the Ofelia project over the ACE infrastructure using native 
OpenFlow technology. 

C.  Measurement Activities 

Hicks continued to discuss the need for additional monitoring of the WIX and MAN LAN 
circuits with Internet2, although no forward progress was made this quarter. Schopf 
initiated discussions with DANTE/GEANT to re-enable the PerfSONAR monitoring 
framework for the ACE circuits. This may include a larger effort to combine the American 
PerfSONAR PS code base with the PerfSONAR MDM code base used in Europe. 

D.  Data Transfer Protocols over 100G 
 
As part of the supplemental work focused on use of 100G circuits, the group started 
work for Lustre tests to support the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLASTn). A 
wide area Lustre file system was mounted from IU onto Blacklight at the Pittsburgh 
Supercomputing Center and on a server in TU Dresden, Germany, and RWTH Aachen, 
Germany. We ran BLASTn on a single node on all three machines and collected the 
data in order to get baseline numbers to compare to future tests over the ANA-100G 
trans-Atlantic link.  
 
We also performed bandwidth throughput testing between IU and TU Dresden to 
estimate the maximum bandwidth to be expected for the transfers and to identify 
possible bottlenecks. For this test we used a combination of the dedicated 100Gbps link 
between TU Dresden and MAN LAN, and the production Internet2 link between MAN 
LAN and IU Bloomington.  We achieved a throughput of 70Gbps using iperf.  

5. Operational Activities 
 
Overall, the production ACE circuits performed well during this quarter. There were 
some outages, detailed in Section 5.C, however the redundancy built into the ACE 
project prevented those outages from causing any user level degradation in service. 
During this period there were no operational difficulties with any of the exchange points 
where the primary ACE circuits land. 
 
The exception to this was the Chicago to Amsterdam circuit.  Zayo, the contract provider 
for this circuit, gave us very short notification that an extended maintenance was 
scheduled. We were notified on September 3 that in 5 days there would be a 3 ½ week-
long anticipated service disrupting maintenance to repair 6 undersea repeaters. The link 
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was actually down close to 5 weeks, and no alternative routing was offered. Over the 5 
weeks, there were multiple miscommunications, messages sent to the wrong contact 
points at IU, and severe delays in responses from the vendor. The circuit was finally 
functional again on October 7. We have scheduled a conference call with Zayo to 
discuss why there was such little notice concerning a scheduled maintenance outage, 
general reporting procedures and coordination of possible future events, as well as 
possible financial reimbursement for circuit downtime. 

A. Circuit Procurement 
 
No new circuits were procured during this period. 
 
The 10Gbps connection between MAN LAN to the London Open Lightpath exchange 
was decommissioned on November 7, 2013. This was due to the fact that  
several African circuits that were planned to connect to the London exchange did not, 
and the use of the circuit was extremely limited (see Figures 5 and 6). This decision was 
made prior to Schopf joining the project. 
 

B. Traffic Graphs 
 
Figures 1 and 2 shows the aggregated traffic for the three 10G circuits from WIX to 
Frankfurt.  The circuits are lagged together to create a total capacity of 30Gbps. Figures  
3 and 4 show the aggregated traffic for the three 10G circuits from MAN LAN to 
Amsterdam. The circuits are lagged together to create a total capacity of 30Gbps.   
 
In addition to these 6 circuits, ACE supports three other circuits. The first circuit is the 
New York to London link, which was terminated on November 7. Traffic is shown in 
Figure 5 and 6. The New York to Paris link is funded by the GEANT project to support 
Internet2’s ION service to GEANT’s AutoBAHN service, and Figures 7 and 8 shows that 
traffic. The third is a link from Chicago to Amsterdam, which is used as a test-bed for 
SDN. The usage of the Chicago to Amsterdam link consisted of lightpaths for many 
diverse projects involving US-funded and Europe-funded projects. The VLAN 
assignments on this link are presented in Appendix A. Traffic information for this link is 
not available. 
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Figure 1. Aggregated traffic using maximum daily values on the 30G Lag between WIX and Frankfurt 
for September 1, 2013 through November 30, 2013. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Aggregated traffic using smoothed average daily values on the 30G Lag between WIX and 
Frankfurt for September 1, 2013 through November 30, 2013 
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Figure 3. Aggregated traffic using maximum daily values on the 30G Lag between MANLAN and 
Amsterdam for September 1, 2013 through November 30, 2013. 

 
 
Figure 4. Aggregated traffic using smoothed average daily values on the 30G Lag between MANLAN 
and Amsterdam for September 1, 2013 through November 30, 2013. 
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Figure 5. Aggregated traffic using maximum daily values on the 10G circuit between New York and London 
for September1, 2013 through November 30, 2013. Please note the units on the Y-axis. 
 

 
Figure 6. Aggregated traffic using smoothed average daily values on the 10G circuit between New York and 
London for September1, 2013 through November 30, 2013. Please note the units on the Y-axis. 
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Figure 7. Aggregated traffic using maximum daily values on the 10G circuit between New York and Paris for 
September 1, 2013 through November 30, 2013. Please note the units on the Y-axis. 
 
 

 
Figure 8. Aggregated traffic using smoothed average daily values on the 10G circuit between New York and 
Paris for September 1, 2013 through November 30, 2013. Please note the units on the Y-axis. 
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C. Trouble Tickets 
 
During this quarter, there were six tickets for unscheduled maintenance, detailed in 
Table 1, and two tickets for scheduled maintenance, detailed in Table 2. Additional 
trouble ticket information is available at 
https://tick.globalnoc.iu.edu/fp_tools/public_ticket_viewer/index.cgi . 	  

 

Ticket 
Number 

Customer 
Impact 

Network 
Impact Title Outage Type Start Time 

(UTC) 
End Time 

(UTC) 

259 

2-High 2-High Outage Resolved - 
ACE Backbone 
Circuit GLOBAL-ACE-
WIX-O192-01502 and 
GLOBAL-ACE-WIX-
O192-01504 

Circuit - 
Damaged Fiber 

09/23/2013 
12:57 PM 

10/07/2013 
9:52 AM 

260 

3-Elevated 2-High ACE Backbone 
Circuit GLOBAL-ACE-
MANLAN-O192-
01500 Availability 

Undetermined 09/24/2013 
8:57 AM 

09/24/2013 
9:18 AM 

266 

3-Elevated 2-High Availability - ACE 
Backbone Circuit 
GLOBAL-ACE-WIX-
O192-01502 and 
GLOBAL-ACE-
MANLAN-O192-
01500 

Undetermined 10/09/2013 
10:53 AM 

10/09/2013 
11:38 AM 

271 

3-Elevated 2-High Outage Resolved - 
ACE Backbone 
GLOBAL-ACE-WIX-
O192-01502 

Circuit - 
Damaged Fiber 

10/30/2013 
8:49 PM 

11/18/2013 
5:03 PM 

272 

1-Critical 1-Critical Outage Resolved - 
ACE Backbone ACE-
AMS-STAR-10GE-
01622 

Circuit - 
Damaged Fiber 

10/30/2013 
8:49 PM 

11/18/2013 
5:03 PM 

279 

1-Critical 1-Critical Outage Resolved - 
ACE Backbone ACE-
AMS-STAR-10GE-
01622 

Undetermined 11/20/2013 
5:10 AM 

11/21/2013 
1:28 PM 

Table 1.  Unscheduled maintenance tickets for the ACE circuits, September 1, 2013 – November 30, 2013.   
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Ticket 

Number 
Customer 

Impact 
Network 
Impact Title Maintenance 

Type 
Start Time 

(UTC) 
End Time 

(UTC) 

251 

3-Elevated 3-
Elevated 

ACE Backbone Circuit 
ACE-AMS-STAR-10GE-
01622 Maintenance 
Completed 

Circuit 09/08/2013 
2:23 PM 

10/07/2013 
2:19 PM 

270 

3-Elevated 1-Critical Emergency Maintenance 
Completed - ACE Various 
Backbone Circuits 

Hardware 10/29/2013 
4:05 AM 

10/29/2013 
4:07 AM 

Table 2.  Tickets for scheduled maintenance on ACE circuits, September 1, 2013 – November 30, 2013 

 
D. Downtime and Availability 
 
Table 3 shows the reported downtime and availability for the circuits in the ACE project. 

ACE Core Nodes Down Time 
Reporting 

Period 
Availability 

52 Week 
Availability 

 0 hr 0 min 100.0% 100.0% 

ACE Backbone Circuits Down Time 
Reporting 

Period 
Availability 

52 Week 
Availability 

GLOBAL-ACE-MANLAN-O192-
01500 1 hr 6 min 99.9% 98.6% 

GLOBAL-ACE-MANLAN-O192-
01501 0 hr 2 min 100.0% 100.0% 

GLOBAL-ACE-WIX-O192-01502 785 hr 54 min 64.0% 90.4% 
GLOBAL-ACE-WIX-O192-01504 0 hr 0 min 100.0% 99.9% 
GLOBAL-ACE-MANLAN-O192-
01505 0 hr 2 min 100.0% 100.0% 

GLOBAL-FRK-WASH2-10GE-
01507 0 hr 0 min 100.0% 100.0% 

ACE-AMS-STAR-10GE-01622 1180 hr 28 min 45.9% 86.4% 
MAN-NEWY32AOA-PARIS-10GE-
01618 0 hr 0 min 100.0% 100.0% 

Aggregate All ACE Backbone 
Circuits 1967 hr 32 min 88.7% 96.9% 

 
 
Table 3. Downtime and availability for ACE core nodes and circuits. 

 

6. Security Events and Activities 
 
Basic security measures were maintained during this quarter and no security incidences 
were reported. REN-ISAC had no ACE activities to report again, which has been an 
ongoing issue. Because of this, and after discussion with IU and ESnet security experts 
for options, ACE has ceased funding REN-ISAC specific staff. Basic security work is 
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included as part of the ongoing funded support ACE receives from the GlobalNOC. If 
additional assistance is needed, Von Welch at the IU Center for Applied Cybersecurity 
Research has volunteered staff members who can consult with ACE. 

7. Reporting against Objectives June 2013-August 2013  
 

1. Overall – new director to review activities and adjust as needed 
a. REN-ISAC staffing adjusted (Section 2, Section 6) 
b. Address need for PerfSONAR data on lagged circuits (Section 4.C) 

2. Collaboration and Training 
a. Attend Internet2 CANS conference (Section 2) 
b. Attend SC13 conference (Section 2) 
c. Ramp up supplemental activities with additional collaborations (Section 2) 
d. Hold ANA-100G science support kick-off meeting (Section 2) 

3. Systems and Software Work 
a. Work on OpenFlow implementation of AMS-CHI link (SC13 Demo) 

(Section 4.B) 
b. Connect NetherLight OpenFlow switch to the GEANT OpenFlow Pop in 

Amsterdam (Section 4) 
c. Disconnect the MAN LAN to London Open exchange circuit (Section 5.A) 
d. Begin work with Lustre as part of supplemental funding (Section 4.D) 

 

8. Plans for December-2013 thru February-2014 
 

1. Overall – New director to review activities and adjust as needed 
2. Collaboration and Demonstrations 

a. Plan collaborative visit with DANTE 
b. Seek out additional end users to support in use of 100G testbeds 

3. Systems and Software Work 
a. Work on OpenFlow implementation of Chicago-Amsterdam link 
b. Continue investigation for better monitoring at WIX and MAN LAN 
c. Work towards combined PerfSONAR PS-MDM versioning 
d. Additional Lustre work in support of supplement 
e. Initiate PerfSONAR support for larger than 10G flows 

4. Operational Activities 
a. Follow up with Zayo over extended outage of Chicago-Amsterdam link 
b. Continue full support of 8 circuits 
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APPENDIX A. VLAN assignment on Chicago-Amsterdam 
Link 
 
The table below shows the VLAN assignment on the Chicago to Amsterdam circuit on 
the last date of this reporting period. 
 
 
NetherLight service 
ID 

VLANs Description Global ID 

5029VL_CZPRG-
USCHI(NBD-CESNET-
CineGrid-1) 

440 VLAN between Prague 
and Chicago for CineGrid 

urn:ogf:network:netherli
ght.net:5029VL 

5030VL_CZPRG-
USCHI(NBD-CESNET-
CineGrid-2) 

441 VLAN between CESNET 
(Prague) and Chicago for 
CineGrid 

urn:ogf:network:netherli
ght.net:5030VL 

5039VL_CZPRG-
USCHI(NBD-CESNET-
Masaryk_University_pr
ojects-1 

438 VLAN between CESNET 
(Prague) and Chicago 
used by Masaryk 
University projects 

urn:ogf:network:netherli
ght.net:5039VL 

5041VL_CZPRG-
USCHI(NBD-CESNET-
Masaryk_University_pr
ojects-3 

3440 Vlan between Prague-
Chicago used by 
Masaryk University 
projects (EAGER project) 

urn:ogf:network:netherli
ght.net:5041VL 
 

5042VL_NBD-PSNC-
LSU 

3442 Vlan between PSNC and 
LONI/LSU 

urn:ogf:network:netherli
ght.net:5042VL(PSNC-
LSU) 

5048VL_NBD-
EVL/CineGrid 

21 UvA SNE to Starlight 
used for CineGrid 

- 

5051VL_NBD-
CESNET-NCSA 

3441 VLAN from 
Supercomputing Center 
Brno to NCSA (EAGER 
project), CESNET, 
Starlight, 
Supercomputing Center 
Brno involved 

urn:ogf:network:netherli
ght.net:5051VL 

5053VL_NBD-
Optiplanet 

376 Optilan - UvA SNE, 
Starlight and SARA 

- 

5054VL_NBD-4K 439 Madrid (i2CAT, via 
GÉANT2) to Chicago for 
4K video 

- 

5056VL_NBD-
USLHCnet 

451 RNP/HEPGrid to 
USLHCNet/Caltech 
connection 

- 

5057VL_NBD-
USLHCnet 

452 SPRace to 
USLHCNet/Caltech 
connection 

- 

5058VL_NBD-JIVE 454 JIVE testing between 
Dwingeloo en Arecibo 
(Puerto Rico), NAIC 

urn:ogf:network:netherli
ght.net:5058VL 
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5073VL_NBD-
USLHCnet 

457 VLAN for US Tier2s - 
Caltech USLHCNet 

- 

5074VL_NBD-
USLHCnet 

458 VLAN for US Tier2s - 
Caltech USLHCNet 

- 

5085VL_NBD-KAUST 459 VLAN 459 between 
KAUST (Saudi Arabia) 
and StarLight 

urn:ogf:network:netherli
ght.net:5085VL 

5123VL_NBD-KAUST 3717 VLAN 3717 between 
KAUST and Calit2 

urn:ogf:network:netherli
ght.net:5123VL 

5779VL_EXP-
AutomatedGOLE 

1779 – 
1799 

Connection between 
JGN2 and 
Asd001A_F25S1T - 
Automated GOLE pilot 

urn:ogf:network:netherli
ght.net:5779VL_Autom
atedGOLE(Starlight-
Netherlight) 

5086VL-RP1-loop-
IRNC 

515 VLAN loop for 802.1aq 
research by SARA 

- 

5087VL-RP1-loop-
IRNC 

514 VLAN loop for SARA - 

5099VL_SARA-
Caltech_OpenF-CT 

2750 VLAN for MPTCP and 
OpenFlow tests between 
CalTech and SARA 

- 

Table 5. VLAN assignment on Chicago-Amsterdam Link 
 

 


